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1: About Your Privacy on this Site
White Flower Farm is a family-owned mail-order nursery located in northwestern Connecticut. Since we have been
providing a wide range of perennials, annuals, bulbs, shrubs, vines, amaryllis, gardening tools & supplies, and gifts for
gardeners.

There are a number of ways that you can turn your small space into a large garden area with little work and in
most cases, with little money out of pocket. With spring and planting season just around the corner, now is the
time to choose a garden design for those small spaces and get started. Many of these ideas are great even if
you do have big garden space but just want something a bit closer to the house. Whether you want to plant
vegetables, flowers or have your own herb garden, you are sure to find a garden idea for your small space in
this vast collection. Repurposed Furniture Garden You can create a beautiful garden area with some old
furniture that you are planning to throw out. Old dressers make great planting bases. You simply put the plants
in individual pots and then use the drawers to hold them. You end up with a three tiered garden look that is
both beautiful and space saving. This recycled upside down garden idea is perfect for those who live in
apartments or you could just hang your plants on the porch if you have one. You just have to choose the
containers that you want to use and then follow the instructions to properly hang your plants so that they will
grow as they should. This is great for flowers, herbs or many vegetables and is space saving and a really cute
way to show off those plants. Instructions â€” Designsponge Vertical Garden A shoe organizer is a great way
to build a vertical garden. Not only does this garden look great and save space, it helps to keep those critters
and pets out of your herbs and vegetables. You just have to fill each of the shoe spaces with potting soil or
compost and then add your plants. Be sure that you choose a place for your hanger that gets enough sunlight
for the plants and if there is protection overhead from rain, you will need to water them occasionally as well.
Instructions â€” Instructables Hanging Gutter Garden Old guttering can be used to create a beautiful hanging
garden. The amount of guttering that you will need depends on the size of the garden you want to plant. Just
remember to choose a spot that gets a few hours of direct sunlight each day. Gutter gardens also provide a bit
of a natural privacy fence or divider for your garden area. You will need a container. In this case, an old
wooden barrel provides the base for the planting. Once you have a container, you just begin filling it with soil
and other smaller containers. Note the muffin pan in this garden which is perfect for smaller herbs. You could
also use regular terra cotta pots or just about any type of container. Old pots and pans are great if you want to
create the kitchen look. Instructions â€” Organizedclutterqueen Vertical Pallet Garden An old pallet â€” or
several if you want â€” can be turned into the perfect planter for vertical gardens. Even if you have a rather
large outside area, vertical planters are great because they save space and they are very attractive to look at.
They can add to your current garden area and give you much more space for planting additional flowers, herbs
or veggies. You just have to attach your terra cotta pots to the pallets using zip ties or something similarly
strong and then choose what you want to plant. If you want, you could go in and cover the pool with stones or
bricks to make it a bit more attractive. You just have to fill the pool with soil or compost and then begin
adding your plants. This is great because you can take up the pool during the winter if you want and then put it
back when it gets close to planting season again. Instructions â€” Containergardening Portable Container
Garden Container gardens are great because they are portable. If you need to move them, you can and without
worrying about regrowing grass over your garden area. If you have a fence or deck, a colorful container
garden is a great way to add a little beauty to the area and save space for your planting as well. Choose
colorful bucket planters and simply hang them on your fencing or you could even hang them from windowsills
and other areas around the home. Instructions â€” Bhg Formed Terra Cotta Gardens You can lay out your
garden area and surround it with terra cotta planters to make it more defined. This is a great idea for small
garden spaces because it helps you to keep your garden area separate from your lawn. You simply decide the
size of the garden that you need and then outline it with terra cotta planters. You can then use the planters to
add additional plants to the area. This design works perfectly for vegetable gardens but could be used for a
flower garden as well. Instructions â€” Apartmenttherapy Tiered Garden Tiered gardens are great for small
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spaces. If you only have minimal space for flowers or veggies, you can create a great tiered garden from a few
terra cotta planters. Once stacked, you can just plant whatever you want in the planters and you have space for
as many plants as you want depending on how many planters you use. You could use the plastic planters if
you want but the terra cotta ones are a bit sturdier and will hold up for much longer. This is a great garden idea
for annuals, particularly if you want something colorful on the porch. PrevPage 1 of 4 Next Article
Navigation.
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2: Plants for Small Spaces | White Flower Farm
The Plant This Plant Selector can help you choose plants to suit your garden. Learn how to Use Containers in Small
Garden Spaces in this video - it has some handy design tips and planting ideas: Dwarf and Miniature Edibles - here are
a few suppliers (or search for "dwarf" varieties in your area).

Tea Garden in a Box Gardening editor Stephen Orr likes to give friends this portable garden, which contains
the ingredients for tisane, or herbal tea. To make one, plant mint, rose geranium, pineapple sage, and lavender
in a wooden wine crate or other container with ample drainage. To get the gift to keep on giving, be sure to tell
the recipient to place it in full sun outdoors and to pluck a few sprigs for morning tea or for adding to black
tea. Devote the most planting space to the veggies your family loves best. Keep in mind that large plants such
as beans, cucumbers, and tomatoes require large pots two feet in diameter or more. Smaller pots are perfect for
peppers, greens, kale, and herbs, and they look great tucked between larger containers. For season-long
interest, combine plants with varied flowering times so that some things will be ripening while others will be
ready to harvest. In hot weather, water evaporates quickly from the elevated soil in a container. You may need
to irrigate your pots every day if temperatures go above 90 degrees. Sturdy containers that can be left out
year-round, above, are a good solution. These three sizes of these stackable planters in a lightweight, all
weather resin accommodate all kinds of veggies. Large plants such as tomatoes will need staking: Bamboo is
an attractive, inexpensive option; sturdy metal tomato cages work well, too. By keeping the plants upright and
well aerated, you help minimize the possibility of disease while maximizing yield. You also increase available
space, allowing an under planting of small plants such as carrots, radishes, or herbs. These fiery habanero and
hot lemon chiles and purple-leaved peppers make a colorful mix. Try to choose plants with a variety of shapes
and colors, such as purple basil, tall lemon verbena, and chives, to make the display attractive. Herbs are
particularly good choices for urban window boxes, since they can be maintained with just a watering can and a
pair of shears. Most herbs require minimal fertilizing. In fact, overfed herbs lose essential oils in their leaves,
making them less flavorful. Combine your most frequently used herbs, or put together some thematic
plantings, such as Asian herbs including garlic chives, Thai basil, lemongrass, and shiso and tea herbs mint,
chamomile, lemon balm, and lemon verbena ; or Italian herbs rosemary, basil, oregano, and chives , left. Other
good mixes include edible flowers nasturtiums, borage, calendula, fennel, and violets and salad greens lettuce,
arugula, and dill. Swipe here for next slide 11 of 13 Pick Pretty Plants Variegated herbs, such as this two-tone
mint, make a strong visual impression without sacrificing flavor or productivity when mixed with solid-color
plants.
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3: The Best Indoor Plants for Small Spaces - Tiny Living
20 Indoor Plants for the Small-Space Gardener. Instead of buying one big cactus, buy a variety of small ones and plant
them together in a colorful terrarium to create a simple centerpiece.

January 21, The quickest cure for a drab apartment is to bring life into it, and the easiest way to bring life into
it is literally bringing life into it. Houseplants not only clean your air and generate oxygen, but they also
enliven a space as well as pets do, and they usually require a lot less maintenance. Whenever we get to peek
inside whimsical apartments , houseplants tend to be a defining feature. We love helping city dwellers create
more space for their most important possessions, and we think plants count as essentials. Even the tiniest
apartment with the weakest light can enjoy the radiance and fresh air of live vegetation. Snake plants can grow
tall, even in the dimmest corner of your apartment. Other plants that love low light have a similar effect on
your home. Philodendron, spider plants, and peace lilies all excel at removing pollutants, and none of them
require enormous amounts of light. That makes them great for anyone who lacks prime window real estate, or
growing skills, or both. Wall Planters West Elm In tiny apartments, every square foot counts. Sometimes,
every square inch counts, and you have to create space by ingeniously condensing living areas. Wall planters
can be found just about anywhere online or in many nurseries. They serve the double purpose of wall art and
space consciousness, allowing any tiny-apartment owner to keep plants alive. They can be particularly
effective for finicky plants that require certain amounts of sunlight and shade. Buy any plant, hang it with a
wall planter on the surface that receives its ideal hours of light, and watch it grow. West Elm always carries a
few sleek options, like their Trigg series pictured above, for succulents and air ferns. A quick search will
reveal hundreds of others. Vines are a common sight in dilapidated structures, springing up anywhere and
crawling to whatever light source they can find. Pothos and Swedish ivy can sit on any shelf and crawl down
or across it in a few months. The aforementioned Philondrendon has aerial roots that grab on to surfaces. Any
or all of these would do well in a tiny apartment, making your space as green as any huge, potted tree could,
without the hassle of its huge pot. It comes in three sizes, so you can begin small and develop your gardening
skills as your first plant grows. Even the incredible YO! Most plants that require limited light can make do
with fluorescent bulbs, and all of them would love the regular steam baths of your shower running. A Boston
fern is particularly well suited for the bathroom, because they naturally grow in damp, shady forests. All of
these houseplants and planters require little room, but if you have your heart set on growing something larger
in your tiny apartment, we can help you MakeSpace for it!
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4: The Best Houseplants And Planters For Tiny Apartments
The difficulty in choosing plants for your garden is cutting down the list of plants you love to the list of plants you will use.
This is even harder for a small garden. Try to avoid this challenge by creating a framework for plant selection, before
you begin your list. What types of plants will.

In addition to making your space look refreshed, most plants will actually improve the quality of the air in
your home. Herbs Why not grow a plant and also reap the benefits. Herbs are great for taking up little space
and they produce a bountiful harvest for use in the kitchen. Look for herb varieties that you find yourself
turning to while cooking, such as basil, chives, cilantro, dill, mint, and rosemary. A few important tips for
starting your herb garden: Start with healthy plants, instead of seeds to ensure success. Seeds take a long time
to germinate, and established plants will put you ahead almost a year. Place your herb plants next to a sunny
window, with a constant temperature of degrees. Make sure to pot your plant in a container six inches or larger
with drainage holes. Use fast draining potting soil, and when watering, allow the soil to dry slightly. Fertilize
in the spring with liquid fertilizer or organic granules, every four weeks. Air Plants These delicate, yet hardy
plants have recently become a gardening and decorating trend and they just so happen to be perfect for small
spaces. Air plants grow and thrive without soil, and instead use their leaves to get all the water and nutrients
they need. These unique plants can be a great space saver when hung, but their small size yields to small
nooks as well. Air plants are warm weather lovers and thrive on neglect. They do need some moisture from
time to time. Try misting them daily in early spring through autumn. In the winter, mist once a week. They
need protection from full sun, but they also should not be in temperatures below 45 degrees. Air plants can be
fertilized monthly in the spring and summer with low nitrogen liquid fertilizer. Low Light Tolerant Plants
Small spaces often translate into a lack of natural sunlight. Whether you are in a small apartment with minimal
windows or your studio is positioned to receive little light, there is still the perfect plant for you. This ornately
beautiful plant is sure to make you smile and tradition says it attracts good fortune and well being in its
environment. The bonus is that it requires little care and tolerates low light. I was gifted one almost a year ago
and it lives happily on a shelf in the bathroom, one of the lowest lit spaces in my apartment. Lucky bamboo
grows in clean water and moderate temperatures. This popular indoor plant mimics its name, with its long and
slender leaves that produce a gradient green color. The spider plant grows best in a pot or hanging and requires
little care. It does not like wet soil, so be sure to plant it in a well-drained, rich potting soil. It can be fertilized
every weeks. This indoor plant is known for making appearances in office buildings and indoor malls due to
its low light preference. Upon first glance it can appear fake, but its waxy leaves are just an illusion. The ZZ
plant is easy to maintain and only needs water when the soil has dried out. This is the perfect plant for the
beginning gardener, as it can survive months without watering. Just when you think the drapy green leaves of
this tropical plant are pretty enough, out comes a simple white flower. The peace lily produces flowers in early
summer and they will continue to bloom throughout the year. This plant can be grown in all-purpose planting
soil and should be kept moist. It requires little light and can be fertilized in the spring and early summer.
Indoor Flowering Plants If you want a little more than just greenery in your space, consider opting for a plant
that flowers. These plants will add some color and variety, without sacrificing space. This colorful flower is
bound to cheer up any spot in your home. Chrysanthemum should be placed near a window or in a spot that
will get bright sunlight. It is easy to care for and only needs to be watered when it feels dry. Also known as
Persian violets, these lovely flowers are native to the Mediterranean region of Europe. They produce heart
shaped leaves and vibrant colored flowers. Place these violets in indirect sun and keep them in slightly cooler
temperatures. You might not initially think flower when you imagine a cactus, but most cacti are flowering
plants that produce blooms. While they are more minimalistic, they are equally as beautiful and usually stay
on the smaller side. Pot your cactus in an unglazed pot that drains easily. It can be watered once a week and
should be placed in a well-lit area. Leave a Reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Subscribe to
Receive our newsletters with all the latest tiny house updates! Subscribe Now Give it a try, you can
unsubscribe anytime. Most Recent Tiny Houses.
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5: 40 Genius Space-Savvy Small Garden Ideas and Solutions - DIY & Crafts
The Best Indoor Plants for Small Spaces One of the best ways to liven up your home is with a lush, beautiful
houseplant. In addition to making your space look refreshed, most plants will actually improve the quality of the air in
your home.

6: Small-Space Garden Ideas | Martha Stewart
Jade plants are cheery little succulents, fun to look at and easy to grow, which makes them a great plant for beginner
growers. They love sunny windowsills, even in small spaces. They love sunny windowsills, even in small spaces.
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